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    Why Choose Beverly Farms Dental? 

    Over 100 5-Star Reviews on&

    
        
            Team Approach

            
                [image: Animated group of three people icon]
            
            Our dentists in Beverly are skilled in all aspects of dentistry, including modern treatments like Invisalign,
                and work together to provide truly exceptional dental care.

        
        
            Excellent Experiences
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            Our practice is comfortable, inviting, and focused on providing you with efficient experiences. 

        
        
            High-Tech Services
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            Using the latest techniques and technology, we can provide you and your loved ones with the best quality
                of care.

        
        
            Payment Options
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            We proudly accept nearly all dental insurance plans, including Delta Dental and Blue Cross, as well as
                flexible financing to make receiving dental care affordable. 

        
    



    
        
            
                Serving 3 Generations

                of Dental Patients
            

            This community is much more than just a simple place to work for our team – this is where we’ve lived and
                raised our families too! Dr. Blake has spent 30 years getting to know our patients and it has been an
                honor to watch generations of patients grow. With Dr. Staniek working alongside Dr. Blake, Beverly Farms
                Dental is proud to care for friends and neighbors every day, inspiring countless new reasons to smile
                through our comfortable, dedicated approach to dentistry. We hope to welcome you in soon.

            Meet your Dentists
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                Dr. Katherine Staniek
                Dr. Robert Blake
            
        
    



    
        Patients Love Our Dentistry

        
            
                
                    
                        
                        

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            “Beverly Farm Dental is truly the best! Michelle always goes above
                            and beyond to help with any scheduling conflicts. Dr. Staniek is kind,
                            understanding and excellent at her job. The office is clean and updated,
                            the staff is incredibly helpful and welcoming everytime. Beverly Farms
                            Dental is hands down the best on the North Shore.
                            ”
                        

                        
                        Erin C. Beverly, MA | Prides
                            Crossing
                    
                    
                        
                            “I had my first visit to Beverly Farms Dental this past week. They were
                            very friendly and welcoming. Each part of the check-up was explained to
                            me and the technology used made it very easy to understand each diagnosis
                            or suggestion. Rosa was very nice, and Dr. Staniek was professional, and
                            has a soothing quality that made my visit less stressful. I would highly
                            recommend Beverly Farms Dental.”
                        

                        
                        Nicholas T. Beverly, MA | Beverly
                            Farms
                    
                    
                        
                            “Such a experience and a wonderful staff. They are always polite and helpful.
                            They do beautiful work too. The office is beautiful, newly remodeled and
                            state of the art. A great experience!”
                        

                        
                        Res Q. Beverly, MA | Beverly
                            Farms
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                A Team Approach to

                Excellent Dentistry
            

            Here in Beverly Farms, we strongly believe in the saying “two heads are better than one.”
                With multiple dentists on-staff, our patients have access to a wider range of expertise and advanced
                skills that will benefit their personal smile goals. Better yet, we take a collaborative approach to
                treatment plans, relying on our different viewpoints to pinpoint the clearest path towards success and
                long-term dental improvement for each unique patient in need. This is especially helpful in more complex
                treatments like dental implants to
                provide the best possible results!

            Meet Our Entire Team
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        How We Can Help You Smile
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                Making Dentistry

                Affordable
            

            At Beverly Farms Dental, we strongly believe that high-quality dental care shouldn’t have to be
                financially out of reach for anyone. That’s why our team is always happy to sit down with patients
                to help them navigate their desired treatment plans from a cost standpoint, working towards an ideal
                arrangement that doesn’t strain their budget unnecessarily. We accept nearly all types of dental
                insurance and will always provide a complementary verification of your benefits. No insurance?
                No-interest financing is also available through CareCredit upon request.

            Explore Your Options
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		Frequently Asked Questions
	

	
		Of course, our office
		
			welcomes calls
		
		 from new and existing patients. We want to address any concerns you have about dental care! Still, perhaps you prefer personal research or lack time to call. Even in that case, though, Beverly Farms Dental can help. Listed below are some oft-asked dentistry questions and their respective answers. Should you read them, you’ll have a better sense of what to expect from us. Otherwise, feel free to see us for an
		
			in-person consultation
		
		!
	


	
	
		What level of education is required to be a dentist?
	

	
		All dentists – no matter the type – must meet a high level of education. First, they must get a bachelor’s degree from a college or university. Would-be dentists should then earn a DMD or DDS at one of the 67 accredited dental schools in the US. (Either of the latter degrees requires three years of classroom and hands-on learning.)
	

	
		 
	

	
		Plus, dentists must regularly train after their formal schooling. In particular, they need to complete many continuing education hours yearly. Failing to do so will cause them to lose their licenses.
	

	
		
			 
		
	

	
		How much does a dental checkup & cleaning cost in Beverly?
	

	
		Across the United States, the average dental checkup and cleaning costs $200-$350. However, the price of your own care may differ. The final expense will depend on several factors.
	

	
		 
	

	
		For instance, consider your oral health. A checkup and cleaning will cost more if your mouth is in bad shape. After all, the dentist will work harder in such a scenario. The cleaning will take longer, and you may need to add X-rays to your oral exam.
	

	
		 
	

	
		Whether you have insurance is another factor. If you do, your plan provider can negotiate checkup fees with the dentist. You’d then pay a reduced amount.
	

	
		 
	

	
		How much does it cost to get a tooth pulled without insurance?
	

	
		Without insurance,
		
			a tooth extraction
		
		 can range from $150 to $400. Still, the final cost of your own will likely vary. It’ll be based on geography, dental health, and several other matters.
	

	
		 
	

	
		Notably, the treatment expense will rise if you need extra procedures. Many patients need sedation when having a tooth pulled. Others, meanwhile, follow up an extraction with
		
			tooth replacement work
		
		. The restoration’s price will also depend on whether you get a denture, bridge, or dental implant.
	

	
		 
	

	
		At the same time, note that some extractions have higher prices. Pulling a wisdom tooth is generally more expensive and requires an oral surgeon.
	

	
		
			 
		
	

	
		What do you do if you can't afford a dentist?
	

	
		Remember, dentistry is all about preventive care. That means you shouldn’t treat it as a mere luxury. On the contrary, it’s typically affordable and offers a high value. A patient usually saves money as dental care prevents serious oral issues.
	

	
		All that said, there are ways to make a dentist more budget-friendly. The most obvious is
		
			dental insurance,
		
		 which would reduce the cost of certain treatments. Others include membership savings plans, which offer discounts for a monthly or yearly fee. Many practices even provide flexible financing, letting you pay for a procedure in monthly installments.
	





    
        Located Next to the T Stop in the Heart of Beverly Farms

        
            Our dental office is conveniently located in your area at the heart of Beverly Farms, near Prides Crossing.
                It’s directly down the road from the  Book Shop of Beverly Farms and USPS. If you have any
                difficulty finding our nearby dental office, don’t hesitate to reach out to our friendly staff. We’ll be
                happy to provide you with directions over the phone so you arrive safely!
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                    Office Hours
                    
                        Monday 8:00am - 5:00pm
                        

                        Tuesday 8:00am - 6:00pm
                        

                        Wednesday 7:30am - 4:00pm
                        

                        Thursday 7:30am - 7:00pm
                        

                        Friday 7:30am - 4:00pm
                    

                

                
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                Have Questions? Get Answers.
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                Featured Dental Services
                	Preventive Dentistry
	Checkups & Cleanings
	Periodontal Therapy
	Children’s Dentistry
	Restorative Dentistry
	Crowns & Bridges
	Dentures & Partials
	Dental Implants
	Cosmetic Dentistry
	Porcelain Veneers
	Teeth Whitening
	Cosmetic Bonding
	Invisalign® Clear Braces
	BOTOX® & JUVÉDERM®
	Metal-Free Crowns
	Emergency Dentistry
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